ABSTRACT:
The aim of this paper is to analyse whether the evolution of NO$_2$ and PM$_{10}$ emission levels in the Madrid metropolitan area with heavy traffic are affected by business cycles (comprised of a boom, recession and recovery). Therefore, we explore if economic developments act as automatic environmental stabilizers in an urban context in order to provide guidelines for environmental policymaking in large cities. Considering the continuous nature of the particles that this paper analyses, functional data have been used and the most suitable statistical method has been applied to this information’s typology. The aim is to capture the behaviour of NO$_2$ and PM$_{10}$ particles throughout the booming years (2001-2005), the recession (2008-2012) and the recovery (2014-2018) periods. The results obtained through the Kendall’s functional Tau statistic have revealed that the similarities and differences found between the booming years, the recession and the recovery prove the effect of the economy’s cyclical fluctuations on pollution levels. This is due to the fact that the negative and close to zero correlations obtained through these periods represent a sign that pollution levels regarding these two particles are significantly different during the phases of business cycles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NO$_2$ and PM$_{10}$ particles represent two of the pollutants that have concerned international scientific communities the most (Medina, Zanobetti & Schwartz, 2006; Lelieveld et al, 2002; EEA, 2018) due to their negative effects on global warming and human health (World Health Organization, 2014). When it comes to NO$_2$, scientists have highlighted its role in generating other harmful particles such as O$_3$ and PM$_5$ (Hysenaj, 2019, Archer, Brodie & Rauscher, 2019). This substance, which can be found in urban air, mainly comes from NO rusting, whose main sources are emissions by automobile combustion engines, especially those that run on diesel.

During year 2018 in Madrid, the city that is the focus of this research, 7 out of the 24 air monitoring stations that measure NO$_2$ levels surpassed the annual threshold value recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) (Ceballos et al, 2018; ACDGMAS, 2018). This particle’s highest value (55 µg/m$^3$) was detected within the area covered by the Escuela Aguirre air monitoring station (Central Madrid). When it comes to PM$_{10}$, 4 out of the 13 air monitoring stations recorded figures that also exceeded the annual threshold value recommended by the WHO (Ceballos M.A, et al., 2018; Spain Government, Ministry for Ecological Transition, 2018).

Economic activities play an outstanding role in this economic context with high production and consumption levels seriously damaging environmental health. An empirical study that was carried out throughout this document brought to light that high pollution rates of certain particles, such as NO$_2$ and PM$_{10}$, vary according to the economy’s business cycle (see Figures 2 and 3).
These particles’ pollution levels are higher during the economic booms than during crises and recoveries. Pollution levels are increasing anew during the current recovery period, although at a slower pace than throughout the previous intensive economic boom.

If this fact was true from a statistical point of view, the following hypothesis could be contemplated: Do business cycles act as automatic regulators for certain particles’ pollution levels?

With a view to answering this formulation, this study aims at showing if the evolution of NO\textsubscript{2} and PM\textsubscript{10} pollution levels in Central Madrid’s heavy traffic zones is affected by business cycles (comprised of a boom, recession and recovery).

Research studies including mathematical and statistical techniques have a crucial role in shedding light on the behaviour and trends of polluting substances in such circumstances. The search for patterns through mathematical models considering the specific features of the orography and meteorological conditions in the places that are the focus of our study have been deeply analysed by many authors (Salvador et al, 2015).

However, almost all the articles published so far consider NO\textsubscript{2} and PM\textsubscript{10} pollution levels as a discrete variable over time, and consequently apply traditional statistical techniques. This problem entails the lack of those scientific methods that could enable a more thorough research on these particles’ behaviour. This is the reason why this article takes into account the continuous nature of the particles, and therefore the data are considered as functions. This particularity requires the application of statistics on functional data, such as the KFT, developed by Valencia, Lillo & Romo, (2019).

2. STUDY AREA AND DATA

Daily studies on NO\textsubscript{2} and PM\textsubscript{10} particles were carried out during the time frames 2001-2005, 2008-2012 and 2014-2018, which correspond to the stages of boom, recession and recovery of the last 20-year business cycle, respectively (see Fig. 1a and 1b). To do so, 5 air quality-monitoring stations were selected (Escuela Aguirre, Cuatro Caminos, Plaza de España, and Barrio del Pilar), all located in the urban core of Madrid City. These stations were selected because they correspond to those areas that are affected by the heaviest traffic levels in the capital. Any interested reader can access the most up-to-date data on the web page of Madrid City Council, which is regularly collected and made available by the Comprehensive Air Quality System. Data was processed with MATLAB V18b software system.

Figs. 1a and 1b depict the average annual NO\textsubscript{2} and PM\textsubscript{10} pollution levels between years 2001 and 2017 for the 5 air monitoring stations that are considered in this study. On both charts it can be observed that during the Spanish economy’s boom (2001-2005) the levels remained stable and substantially exceeded the WHO’s regulation. However, through the economic crisis (2008-2012) both pollutants suffered a downward trend until registering a slight increase since year 2014, which corresponds to the recovery stage. Each phase of the Spanish economy’s business cycle can be observed in Figs. 2a and 2b.

Fig.2a displays nominal GDP annual growth rates in Madrid City, the Community of Madrid and Spain from 2000 until 2017, while Fig. 2b represents national real GDP growth rates during the same time frame. We can observe the three stages of the last Spanish business cycle on both charts: an intense economic growth prior to the 2008 crisis; a substantial fall in production (and employment) throughout the 2008-2013 global economic crisis; and followed by an economic recovery since 2014, blurred by an uncertain outlook nowadays.

The existence of three clearly defined periods, each comprised of 5 years, justify the choice of polluting particle emission samples for each one of them. By analysing each period, we will be able to study the impact of each stage of the business cycle (economic growth, economic crisis and recovery) on pollution levels and thus, determine if business cycles can be considered as automatic regulators of pollution levels.
Fig. 1a. Annual average, NO₂ in Madrid (2001-2017).

Fig. 1b. Annual average, PM₁₀ in Madrid (2001-2017).
(Source: authors’ calculations based on data)

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Functional Kendall’s Tau Correlation

Even though the evolution of many variables of interest takes place over a continuous time period, in the context of scientific investigations their study is often carried out from a more transversal and discrete perspective, which leads to a loss of relevant information regarding the ‘natural’ behavior of the phenomenon under study (Kovács, 2018; Fontana, Tavoni & Vantini, 2019). Therefore, the choice to resort to functions as a mathematical tool seems to be natural for a scientist who aims at capturing the continuous-time behaviour of a phenomenon (Li & Chow, 2005). Once we allow ourselves to interpret the observations of a process as function realizations, the tools adopted for the statistical analysis must be consistent with the available data type.
For example, this is the case for the techniques adopted by regression analysis (Escabias, Aguilera & Valderrama, 2004), by the measures of depth (López-Pintado & Romo, 2009) and by the dependency and correlation analysis (Leurgans, Moyeed & Silverman, 1993; Li & Chow, 2005; Valencia, Lillo & Romo, 2019). Specifically, in recent years in each of these contexts classical statistics techniques have been extended to the scope of functional analysis.

For the kind of investigation that we aim to do in our work, which requires us to study the relationships between the pollution behaviors of NO\textsubscript{2} and PM\textsubscript{10} particles and the air quality in different geographical districts of the MMA, we chose to implement the Functional Kendall’s Tao (FKT), proposed by Valencia, Lillo & Romo (2019). The FKT is the extension to a functional context of the classic Kendall’s Tao coefficient (Kendall, 1955), which relies on the distinction between concordant and discordant observations between two sets of data. In particular, the FKT is inspired by the idea that the sets to be analyzed are discrete realizations along curves.
**Functional Kendall’s Tau (FKT):** If \((X_1, Y_1)(X_2, Y_2)\) are copies of a stochastic bivariate process\(\{(X(t), Y(t)): t \in I\}\), where \(I = [a, b]\). The population version of the Functional Kendall’s Tau (FKT) would be:

\[
\tau = [P\{X_1 < X_2, Y_1 < Y_2\} + P\{X_2 < X_1, Y_2 < Y_1\}] - 1
\]

(1)

In particular, if we consider a sample \((x_1,y_1) \ldots (x_n, y_n)\) of a bivariate random process \((X,Y) = \{(X(t), Y(t)): t \in I\}\) within the compact interval \(I = [a,b]\), then the empirical version of the Functional Kendall Tau would be given by

\[
\hat{\tau} = \frac{1}{n^2} \sum_{i < j} [2I(x_1 < x_2, y_1 < y_2) + 2I(x_2 < x_1, y_2 < y_1)] - 1
\]

(2)

The realizations of the stochastic process are taken as functions. When the FKT takes 1 as a value then the sets of functions are perfectly positively correlated. Instead, if \(\hat{\tau}\) is equal to -1 when their correlation is perfectly negative and if equal to 0 when they display absence of correlation. When the FKT takes increasing values between 0 and 1 (-1), this indicates increasing positive (negative) degrees of correlation between the pair of sets.

Finally, the KTF is robust, which means it displays low sensitivity to the presence of data outliers. Robustness is an important property for these kinds of coefficients, since any point value that is erroneously captured will not significantly affect the overall analysis and conclusions. These and other properties of the functional coefficient are discussed by Valencia, Lillo & Romo, (2019).

**4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

The use of functions as baseline information that describe daily pollution levels in each air monitoring station, justified by the information’s nature, allows us to take into account the evolution of NO\(_2\) and PM\(_{10}\) in a continuous way over time. On the contrary, the conventional statistics (average, standard deviation), often used and applied on discrete data, are sensitive to extreme values. In many cases their calculation makes it impossible to describe everything that occurs concerning pollution in the medium-long run. In contrast, some of the statistics defined as functional data. This way correlation coefficients between each stage of the business cycle are thoroughly studied in order to analyse pollution behaviours under each stage’s effects. The results were obtained by programming the proposed functional statistic on MATLAB18b.

For the functional correlation analysis each air monitoring station’s data correspond to three sets of 5 curves each, which describe the daily pollution levels over the periods 2001-2005, 2008-2012 and 2014-2018. These periods have been selected in order to match them with the three stages of the Spanish and Madrilenian business cycle. Each function contains approximately 365 discretisation points that correspond to the total days of a year. The Kendall Tau coefficient between business cycles is calculated through functional data. This way correlation coefficients between each stage of the business cycle are thoroughly studied in order to analyse pollution behaviours under each stage’s effects. The results were obtained by programming the proposed functional statistic on MATLAB18b.

Each pair of the business cycle’s stages for the same air monitoring station displaying a low correlation or a negative correlation explains that pollution behaviours are very different between them, and thus, are a sign that business cycles act as automatic regulators on certain particles’ pollution levels. Tables 1-7 show for each study period the Kendall Tau’s most relevant results for air monitoring stations located in those areas of Madrid City that suffer from heavy traffic.

**Table 1 and 2** depict the correlations between periods 2001-2005 and 2008-2012 for NO\(_2\) and PM\(_{10}\) substances in the Cuatro Caminos air monitoring station. In case of the former pollutant, the correlation between the two periods is -0.2, which indicates a weak linkage between pollution levels during the economic boom and the recession. As for the second pollutant, the correlation is moderately negative (-0.8), which means that during most of the booming years (2001-2005) pollution trends are the opposite to the trends during the recession period (2008-2012), as it can be observed in **Table 2**.
Similar results are shown in the Escuela Aguirre, Plaza de España and Barrio del Pilar air monitoring stations, whose results are reflected in tables 3 to 6, respectively.

**Table 1.**

Kendall Functional Correlation for NO$_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station (Years)</th>
<th>Cuatro Caminos (14-18)</th>
<th>Cuatro Caminos (08-12)</th>
<th>Cuatro Caminos (01-05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (01-05)</td>
<td>0,8</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (08-12)</td>
<td>-0,4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (14-18)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0,4</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.**

Kendall Functional Correlation for PM$_{10}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station (Years)</th>
<th>Cuatro Caminos (14-18)</th>
<th>Cuatro Caminos (08-12)</th>
<th>Cuatro Caminos (01-05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (01-05)</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>-0,8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (08-12)</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (14-18)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.**

Kendall Functional Correlation for NO$_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station (Years)</th>
<th>Escuelas Aguirre (14-18)</th>
<th>Escuelas Aguirre (08-12)</th>
<th>Escuelas Aguirre (01-05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escuelas Aguirre (01-05)</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escuelas Aguirre (08-12)</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escuela Aguirre (14-18)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.**

Kendall Functional Correlation for PM$_{10}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station (Years)</th>
<th>Escuelas Aguirre (14-18)</th>
<th>Escuelas Aguirre (08-12)</th>
<th>Escuelas Aguirre (01-05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escuelas Aguirre(01-05)</td>
<td>0,6</td>
<td>-0,6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escuelas Aguirre (08-12)</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escuela Aguirre (14-18)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0,2</td>
<td>0,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.**

Kendall Functional Correlation for NO$_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station (Years)</th>
<th>Plaza España (14-18)</th>
<th>Plaza España (08-12)</th>
<th>Plaza de España (01-05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plaza España (01-05)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza España (08-12)</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza España (14-18)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kendall Functional Correlation for NO$_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station (Years)</th>
<th>Barrio del Pilar (14-18)</th>
<th>Barrio del Pilar (08-12)</th>
<th>Barrio del Pilar (01-05)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrio del Pilar (01-05)</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrio del Pilar (08-12)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrio del Pilar (14-18)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the Escuela Aguirre air monitoring station displays correlations of 0.2 and -0.2 (NO$_2$ and PM$_{10}$) when it comes to the recession and recovery (2008-2012 and 2014-2018), which proves that pollution trends are practically unrelated. In other words, even if pollution levels had decreased during the crisis (see Figs. 3a and 3b), throughout the recovery phase they started to increase anew, although it is worth highlighting that this increase has been less intense than during the booming years preceding the crisis.

**Fig. 3a.** Average annual pollution during the economic boom

**Fig. 3b.** Average annual pollution during the recession.

(Source: authors’ calculations based on data).
From a statistical point of view, on Table 1 we can observe significant differences. As an example, Table 7 displays the significant differences that exist between average PM\textsubscript{10} pollution levels during the analysed time frames at the Cuatro Caminos air monitoring station. This fact statistically confirms the differences regarding pollution levels for each phase of the business cycle. Hence, it is crucial to take into consideration the phase of the business cycle in the city under study when analysing environmental policy effectiveness, as these policies can be misinterpreted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring Station</th>
<th>Daily average ozone (µg /m\textsuperscript{3})</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (PM\textsubscript{10}). (2001-2005)</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (PM\textsubscript{10}). (2008-2012)</td>
<td>27.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (PM\textsubscript{10}). (2001-2005)</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (PM\textsubscript{10}). (2014-2018)</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (PM\textsubscript{10}). (2008-2012)</td>
<td>27.27</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuatro Caminos (PM\textsubscript{10}). (2014-2018)</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSIONS

After having used functional data in order to represent PM\textsubscript{10} and NO\textsubscript{2} pollution levels during the Spanish economy’s boom, recession and recovery, and having selected the air monitoring stations located in Madrid City’s areas suffering from heavy traffic, we could establish the similarities and differences in pollution levels for each phase of the business cycle. It is worth pointing out that this type of study involving environmental data framed within a functional context had never been done before.

The FKT coefficients calculated between different phases of the business cycle relative to those areas of Madrid that experience heavy traffic allow us to confirm that the inherent features to each phase of the business cycle act as automatic regulators of PM\textsubscript{10} and NO\textsubscript{2} pollution levels. In this sense it should be noted that during the booming years pollution levels regarding these substances were higher than during the crisis (negative correlations or close to zero correlations). The similarities found between the economic boom and the recovery prove the effect that economic activities, basically production and consumption, exert on pollution levels. This is due to the fact that the negative and close to zero correlations that we obtained regarding PM\textsubscript{10} and NO\textsubscript{2} levels between these two periods reflect that pollution levels differ significantly. Moreover, the follow-up of this study will allow to check what could happen to pollution levels depending on the current phase of the business cycle and will contribute to environmental policy decision-making in an urban context.
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